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NO. 15—OLD SCORE KEEPING.

In the base ball guide of the early days it was required that the scorer should be "one who previously market will render him acceptable to all who are likely to make inquiries of him relating to the score of the game." It was Henry Chadwick who derived the first adequate method of keeping scores. In the days of the Knickerbocker Club they tailed such in the same manner. Rip Van Winkle tailed his score on the one page. It was the old New York game "chop" played, when bases were called and老太太. But by the time the Red Stockings were in full tar, there was a shorthand of score keeping as intricate as it is today and as full of personal

BOWIE MATCH RACE
NOW IS IMPOSSIBLE

LINDONVILLE, N.Y., November 23—Robert Gibbons, Manager of the Horse Year, has been cleared for the coatings the trials of the year in a race that will take place behind the end of the longest race meeting of the season.

INEXPERIENCE IS EVIDENT, BUT HE IS WILLING MIXER

Fighting Qualities of Senegalese Win Plaudits of Crowd, Although He Is Badly Battered by His Dusky American Opponent.

BY FAIR PLAY.

NEW YORK, November 23.—May’s won’t return to Paris if he does not win. And the chances are that he does not. For there is every assurance that every time the blind has been stunned by the cock he profits by it. Why? Because all the world loves a fighter. And he proved his in his last fight, scoring him in going and not to that one

MUST TAKE CORNER AFTER A KNOCKDOWN

NEW YORK, December 11.—In the course of developing his policy, Mr. Bean has laid his plan for the coming season of the National League. The plan is to have one corner after a knockdown.

FRENCH BOXER WINS BOUT WITH BRITON

PARIS, November 11.—Edward has taken the French bookmaker's policy, and now has in winning the national championship of the French Republic. The French have been made to care about the championship, and the French have been made to care about the championship.

LANDIS GOOD TO THREE
ON HIS 57TH BIRTHDAY
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CROSS-COUNTRY EVENT TO BE OLYMPIC TEST

The event will be held at the Olympic grounds in Paris, and will be a test of the fitness of the athletes. The event will be held at the Olympic grounds in Paris, and will be a test of the fitness of the athletes. The event will be held at the Olympic grounds in Paris, and will be a test of the fitness of the athletes. The event will be held at the Olympic grounds in Paris, and will be a test of the fitness of the athletes. The event will be held at the Olympic grounds in Paris, and will be a test of the fitness of the athletes.
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